
GET THE LOOK
 
1. Prep the hair by spritzing CATWALK® by TIGI® Bodifying Spray 

onto dry hair – its carefully designed formula with shape creation 
polymers adds volume and extra hold. 

2. Create a clean, off-centre parting to the right, sweeping hair to 
the left. 

3. Blow dry the hair so that it’s smooth but not straight – we’re 
going for a look that is naturally polished at the roots and 
textured in the lengths.

4. Fasten a thin silk neck scarf on top of the hair and around the 
neck, encouraging some volume at the roots.

5. Tease the lengths of the hair for added texture and style either in 
front of or behind the shoulders.

6. Set the look with CATWALK® by TIGI® Work It Hairspray.

PRODUCTS USED
CATWALK® by TIGI® 
Bodifying Spray 300ml, 
RRP $16.99/£15.50 

CATWALK® by TIGI® 
Session Series™ Work 
It Hairspray 300ml, 
RRP $21.99/£14.50

#BEHINDTHECATWALK 
UPTOWN URCHINS HOUSE OF HOLLAND AUTUMN WINTER 2015

HAIR BY CATWALK® BY TIGI® LED BY TIGI EUROPEAN SESSION DIRECTOR MARIA KOVACS

THE LOOK
The House of Holland Autumn/Winter 2015 collection ‘Uptown 
Urchins’ is inspired by the tough trustafarian woman who is 
kinky yet put together. This ultra-modern created world meshes 
rubber applique with Chevron Mongolion sheepskin. A new take 
on Henry’s signature tartans meets bold hazard stripes in loose 
oversized and co-ordinated styling.
   

THE INSPIRATION 
“This season Henry’s girl is naturally cool, polished but tough; 
she’s the girl next door with a little bit of edge. The clean look 
hair, combines smooth roots with textured lengths, becoming an 
extension of her effortless uptown urchin street style”  
TIGI European Session Director, Maria Kovacs

NEW YORK FASHION WEEK, 21ST FEBRUARY 2015

℮

SALT SPRAY
SPRAY AU SEL
SPRAY DE SAL
SPRAY AL SALE

NET 9.13 US FL. OZ. 
270 ml

TRANSFORMING DRY SHAMPOO
SHAMPOOING SEC TRANSFORMEUR
SHAMPOO SECO TRANSFORMABLE
SHAMPOO SECCO CAMBIA STILE

NET WT./POIDS NET 5.2 OZ. 
147 g 250 ml 

TRANSFORMING DRY SHAMPOO
SHAMPOOING SEC TRANSFORMEUR
SHAMPOO SECO TRANSFORMABLE
SHAMPOO SECCO CAMBIA STILE

℮

WORK IT HAIRSPRAY
SPRAY FLEXIBLE
SPRAY MOLDEADOR
LACCA MODELLABILE

NET WT./POIDS NET 9.2 OZ. 
260 g 300 ml 

WORK IT HAIRSPRAY
SPRAY FLEXIBLE
SPRAY MOLDEADOR
LACCA MODELLABILE

STYLING CREAM
CRÈME COIFFANTE
CREMA PARA CREAR ESTILOS
CREMA STYLING 

NET 5.07 US FL. OZ. 150 ml 



www.CatwalkbyTIGI.com

Join the conversation with #BehindTheCatwalk 

 www.facebook.com/CatwalkByTIGI   

 @TIGIcreatives   

 @CatwalkByTIGI

For more information, please contact:
TIGI@halpernpr.com

Born and raised in Sydney, 
Maria Kovacs began her 
career as part of Anthony’s 
Australian Art Team. During 
this time she worked as a 
session stylist with many of 
the top Australian fashion 
and beauty photographers, 
as well as participating in 
educational shows and seminars 
in Australasia. Ten years ago 
she moved to London and 
quickly became a popular and 
crucial part of the TIGI Creative 
Team, leading fashion shows in 
London, Paris and Milan as well 
as supporting the US Session 
Team at New York Fashion 
Week. 

Maria is highly respected 
for her exquisite work, often 
referring to hair as ‘fabric’. 
As TIGI European Session 
Director, she heads the TIGI 
Session Team; interpreting the 
designer’s vision. Her patience, 
creative understanding and 
ability to translate ideas, 
has endeared her to many 
designers. After each Fashion 
Week, Maria identifies the 
key trends of the season seen 

through the eyes of TIGI and 
the Catwalk by TIGI brand 
to be shared with press and 
salons around the world. 

As a senior TIGI educator 
Maria is responsible for 
the creation of the popular 
TIGI Session Course. This 
inspirational course is updated 
following each fashion 
week and shared with TIGI 
educators in London, New 
York and Milan. For forward-
thinking creative hairdressers, 
interpreting backstage 
concepts into information on 
shapes, textures and styles is 
paramount to progress their 
work and has motivated and 
inspired a new generation of 
session stylists.

A TIGI Creative Director 
in the TIGI International 
Creative Team, Maria works 
closely with TIGI founder and 
International Artistic Director, 
Anthony Mascolo, creating 
TIGI advertising campaigns 
and photographic collections 
as well as participating in TIGI 
global hair shows.

NOTES TO EDITORS

MARIA KOVACS
TIGI EUROPEAN SESSION DIRECTOR


